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ABSTRACT 
We define the condition operators and the condition numbers associated with a 
well-posed generalized eigenvalue problem, and we study the relationship between 
the condition umbers and the distance to the ill-posed problems. © 1997 Elsevier 
Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A matrix pencil is a family of matrices /3A-  aB parametrized by 
(a,  13) ~ C z, (a , /3)  ~ (0,0). The zeros of the homogeneous polynomial 
det(/3A - aB) are the eigenvalues of the pair (A, B), and the nontrivial 
solutions x ~ C n of the equation 
/3Ax = aBx 
are the corresponding eigenvectors. 
In this paper our objective is to study the first order variations of both the 
eigenvalue (a , /3)  and the eigenvector x in terms of the variations of the 
matrix pair (A, B). Since the relationship between these three quantities is 
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given implicitly via the equation /3Ax = aBx, the main tool used to perform 
such an analysis is the implicit function theorem. 
We begin by considering this theorem, which goes as follows. Let 
F :C  k ×C m ~ C m be a C 1 map. Suppose that F(a o,yo)=O and the 
partial derivative DFy(a o, Yo) is nonsingular. Then there exists a C 1 map 
G : U(a o) c C k ~ C m such that F(a, G(a)) = 0 for all a in the open set 
U(a o) and G(a o) = Yo. 
Our C 1 map is given here by F(A, B, x, a,/3) =/3Ax - otBx: instead of 
A ~ C k we take (A, B) ~.4¢',(C) X.4trn(C), and instead of y ~ C m we take 
(x, a, /3) ~ C" x C x C. The map G will associate to a matrix pair (A', B') 
close to (A, B) a triple (x', ot ',/3') close to (x, or,/3). The first order analysis 
in the generalized eigenvalue problem is given by the derivative DG(A, B). 
Unfortunately, a serious difficulty arises: F takes its values in C", not in 
C" x C × C as required by the implicit function theorem. The reason is the 
homogeneous character of the equation /3Ax - otBx = 0 in both the eigen- 
vector x and the eigenvalue (a,/3). We remove this difficulty by considering 
x [(a,/3)] as a line in C" [C 2 ] through the origin. Consequently, we define 
the set of generalized eigenvalue problems by the following algebraic variety: 
~z'= {( A, B, x, or,/3) e~.,~,,(C) X.K,,(C) 
X ~n-- 1(C) X ~l(C) :/3Ax = otBx) 
where P(E) denotes the projective space of lines through the origin in E, 
and Pk(C) = P(C k+ 1). Since dim P(E) = dim E - 1, the dimension of the 
output (x, a, /3)  and the number of scalar equations in /3Ax - otBx = 0 are 
now both equal to n, and we can use a geometric form of the implicit 
function theorem. 
Another strategy may be used in the real case: instead of the projective 
space we may introduce a normalization over x and (or,/3) by taking unit 
vectors. This strategy causes some difficulties in the complex case, since a 
complex line in C" cuts the unit sphere in a circle. 
Let us denote by T(A ' B).Jgn(C)X.~gn(C) the tangent space at (A, B) to 
,~¢',(C) x.J¢,(C), and by T(A,~ .. . . .  ~)~ the tangent space at (A, B, x, o~,/3) 
to ~/'. Since .K,(C) X.d',(C) is a vector space, the first tangent space is 
identified with .4¢',(C) x.4g,(C). According to the identification of the tangent 
space T,~P(E) with x ± = {~ ~ E : <k, x) = 0} when E is a Hermitian space 
(see [6, p. 14]), the tangent space at (A, B, x, or,/3) to ~" is given by 
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if and only if (differentiate /3Ax = otBx) 
(~, B. i, a, ti) ~e . (c )  x~. (c )  x c" × c 2, 
(/3A - .B ) i+(~a - aB)x = (~B - /3a)x ,  
<k, x) = O, 
((&, ~) , ( . , /3 ) )  =o. 
We say that a generalized eigenvalue problem (A, B, x, a,/3) ~ ~ is 
well-posed when (A, B) is a regular value of the first projection 
1-I1: ~--,.~t',(C) ×atr (C), 
that is, when the derivative 
D1--[,( A, B): T(A,B ..... a)T~v, (C)  X~'.(C) 
is an isomorphism. This hypothesis plays the same role as DyF(a o, Yo) 
nonsingular in the implicit function theorem. We prove (Lemma 4.1) that 
(A, B, x, or,/3) is well posed if and only if (or,/3) is a simple root of the 
equation deft/3A - ~B) = 0. In such a case (see [3, Remark 16.8.14, p. 48]) 
there are neighborhoods U(A, B) c~¢',(C) x.J¢',(C), U(x, a,/3) c Pn_I(C) 
× PI(C) and a C 1 map 
such that 
G = (G1,Gz): U(A, B) ~ V(x, ct, fl) 
Graph(G) = ~v'O U( A, B) × U(x, or,/3), 
G associates to a pair (A', B')--a perturbation of the pair (A, B)--the 
eigenvector x' and the eigenvalue (or ',/3'), perturbations of x and (a,/3). 
We call the derivative 
OG(A, B): ~'.(C) ×~e.(C) -, TxP.-, × T(. ~P, 
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the condition operator at (A, B, x, a,/3), and we denote it by 
KI(A, B, x, o~,/3) = DGI(A,  B) :  a¢',(C) ×.,~n(C) ~ TxPn_ 1 
and 
Kz( A, B, x, a,/3) = DG2( A, B):  .,¢'n(C) ×atr.(C) -* T(,,. a)Pl: 
K 1 (K 2) is the condition operator of the eigenvector (the eigenvalue). These 
condition operators describe the first order variation of the triple (x, or,/3) in 
terms of the first order variation of the matrix pair (A, B). As usual, the C 1 
map G = (G 1, G 2) is inaccessible but its derivative is easy to compute: its 
graph is equal to the tangent space T(A,B . . . . .  a)~" computed previously. 
These condition operators are computed in our Theorem 4.3. They possess 
some important invariance properties: invariance under scaling on both the 
eigenvector and the eigenvalue, and invariance under unitary transformations; 
see Lemma 3.1. 
The condition numbers are the norms of these linear operators, so that 
c , (a ,B ,x ,a , /3 )  = max KI (A ,B ,x , ° t , /3 ) (z~,B)  TxP.-I(C) 
II A,/~ IIF< 1 
and 
C2(A, B, x, a,/3) = max K2(A, B, x, a,  f l ) (A , /~)  IT,,.~y,(C)- 
II A,/~IIF~< 1 
What are the norms appearing in these formulas equal to? We take the 
Frobenius norm over .,¢'n(C) defined by the Hermitian scalar product 
( A,, A~)F = Trace(A~A,) 
and the corresponding product structure over arm(C) ×,*¢'~(C). If E is an 
Hermitian space, then we may define a Hermitian scalar product ( , )x over 
TxP(E) by 
( t ) ,  W)E  
(1 ) ,W)x  = - -  
(X, X)E 
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for v, w ~ TxP(E). This defines the classical Riemannian structure over the 
projective space. Notice that Ilvllx = I[vllE when IlxllE = 1. The  condi t ion 
numbers C1 and C~ are computed in Theorem 4.5. These condition umbers 
also inherit of the invariance properties valid for the condition operator: 
invariance under scaling on both the eigenvector and the eigenvalue, and 
invariance under unitary transformations; see Lemma 3.1. 
The main theorem in this paper is the condition umber theorem for the 
generalized eigenvalue problem (Theorem 5.1). Given a well-posed problem 
(A, B, x, ol,/3), it says that the condition umber C 1 measures the distance 
of(A, B, x, a,/3) to the variety ~(~.~,~) of ill-posed problems at (x, a,/3). 
More precisely, if we define 
Etx. a, 8) = { (C' D, x, or,/3) a ~':  (C, D, x, a, /3) is not well-posed} 
we prove that (Theorem 5.1) 
C,( A, B, x, et, /3) = dF(( A , B, x, a , /3) ,  ~(x,a,13))-" 
In other words, an eigenvalue problem is ill conditioned if and only if it is 
close to the variety of ill-posed problems, and we give a quantitative descrip- 
tion of this fact. We also consider, in the same theorem, the relationship of 
C2 with the previous distance. 
In Section 6, using a local chart, we describe the variations of x and 
(a,/3) in Cn and C 2 respectively (not in projective spaces as before) in terms 
of the perturbation of the pair (A, B) via the condition operators; see 
Theorem 6.1. This strategy gives more readable results: the variations of the 
eigenvector (the eigenvalue) are described in terms of the tangent of the 
angle made by the vector lines through the exact and perturbed eigenvectors 
(eigenvalues). 
Classical results about he perturbation analysis of the generalized eigen- 
value problem can be found in the book of Stewart and Sun [10] and in [7], 
which gives a recent survey on this question. In the last section we compare 
Stewart and Sun's point of vi:ew with ours, and we show that they are 
essentially the same even though they are not obtained by similar arguments. 
The condition umber for the eigenvalue is here described in terms of right 
and left eigenvectors of the pair; see Theorem 7.2. 
The theoretical background for the condition umber analysis has been 
studied by Dedieu, Demmel, Renegar, Shub, and Smale and can be found in 
[2, 3, 8, 9]. In [9] the authors tudy the classical eigenvalue problem, and they 
give a condition number theorem relating the condition number to the 
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distance of ill-posed problems. Our paper was greatly inspired by this last 
one. Recently Dedieu [1] has put the condition number theorem into a 
general setting. 
2. THE SCHUR FORM OF A REGULAR MATRIX PAIR 
DEFINITION 2.1. A matrix pair (A, B)is singular if det( flA - aB)  = 0 
for each (a , /3)  ~ C a. Otherwise the pair is said to be regular. 
For a regular pair, deft [3A - aB)  is a homogeneous polynomial with 
degree n. It possesses n roots, counting multiplicities, and for any x e C n, 
x :~ 0, one has either Ax # 0 or Bx --# O. Let (A, B) be a regular pair with 
/3Ax = ~Bx, Ilxll -- 1 and Ax :/: 0. In such a case notice that a :~ 0. We can 
introduce two unitary matrices U and V such that Ue 1 = x, Ve 1 = Ax/ll Axll, 
e i = (1, 0 . . . . .  0) T. This gives 
VnAU = , VnBU = . , 
0 0 B 
with (a ' , /3 ' )  = v (~, /3 ) ,  v = IIAxll/a. This is the first step of the reduction 
of the pair (A, B) to the Schur form: one can find unitary matrices U and V 
such that V nAU and V HBU are upper triangular, and the diagonal entries of 
these matrices give the eigenvalues of the pair (A, B); see [10, Chapter 6, 
Theorem 1.9]. 
3. INVARIANCE PROPERTIES 
With the notation introduced in the Introduction we have: 
LEMMA 3.1. For any unitary matrices U and V, 
(i) (A ,B ,x ,a ,  f l )~7/"  ~ (VUAU, VnBU, Unx, a, f l )~7/ ,  
(~) (& 2, ~, ~, 13) ~ T(~,~ ..... ~)~ 
(iii) KI(A , B, x, a,  f lXt~, 13) = 
UKI(V"AU, VnBU, U~x, a, [3XVH,4U, VnBU),  
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(iv) Kz(A, B, x, or,/3X.A,, B) = 
K2(VnAU, VuBU, UH x, a,/3XvHAu, VHBU), 
(v) Ci( A, B, x, a,/3) = Ci(VHAU, VHBU, U~x, a,/3), i = 1,2, 
(vi) K~(A,B, Ax, a, /3) = K,(A, B, x, a, /3), A~C,  A~0,  i = 1,2, 
(vii) Ki(A, B, x, A(a,/3)) = Ki(A, B, x, a,/3), A ~ C, A ~ 0, i = 1,2. 
Proof. The proof of (i) and (ii) is easy and left to the reader. The proof 
of (iii) and (iv) is a consequence of (ii), since the graph of DG( A, B) is equal 
to T(A 'B ..... 13)7/ (see the introduction). (v) is a consequence of (iv): when 
*~'n is equipped with the Frobenius norm, IIUAII = IIAII. (vi) and (vii) are 
consequences of the definition of the map G: it takes its values in a product 
of projective spaces, so the condition operators are related to the lines 
through x and (a , /3)  not on a particular point on these lines. • 
4. COMPUTATION OF THE CONDITION OPERATORS 
As is explained in the introduction, the tangent space to ~ is given by 
(A ,B ,~,~,~)  ~ T(A B ... . .  ~ ,~ 
if and only if 













aBx - /3Ax  
0 
0 
with k T = (k l , (x r ) )  r and 
(o~Sx - /32~x) T --~- ((o~/~x -- /3/l:X)l, (o/Bx--~z~lx)T) T. 
(2) 
We have the following 
LEMMA 4.1. Let ( A, B, x, a, /3)  ~ 7/. The following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) DI I I (A,  B): T(A ' n ..... ~)~, (C)  X./~Cn(C) is an isomorphism. 
(ii) The matrix ~¢ is nonsingular. 
(iii) The pair ( A, B) is regular, and (or,/3) is a simple root of deft/3A 
- aB)  = O. 
When these conditions are satisfied we say that the generalized eigen- 
value problem (A, B, x, a , /3 )  is well posed 
Proof. (i) =~ (ii): One has Di l l (A ,  B)(2:,/~, k, fit,/3) = (2~,/~). If 
then, by (1), a13x -/3J~x = O, (0,0, k, fit,/3) e T~,  and, since DI I  1 is an 
isomorphism, k = 0, (fit,/3) = (0, 0); thus ~ is nonsingular. 
(ii) =~ (i): If ~ is nonsingular, one can see easily that dim TT/= 2n 2, for 
(2~,/~, k, fit,/3) ~ T~e" only depends on (2~,/3). If DII1(2~,/~, k, fit,/3) = 0, 
we have (2i,/~) = 0, and since d is nonsingular, k = 0, (fit,/~) = (0, 0); thus 
DI I  1 is an isomorphism. 
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(ii) =* (iii): I f  Ax = Bx = 0, one can see easily that 
~¢ = 0; 
thus ~¢ is singular. Since Ax or Bx ~ 0, one can perform the first step of 
Schur's decomposition and only consider Equation (2). An easy computation 
shows det~ ¢ = -(1~12 + I /312)det ( f l ,~-  a/3), and since z~' is nonsingular, 
det(/3,~ - a/3) :~ 0. Moreover, det(AA - /xB) = (As - /zB)det(AA - 
/x/~), and (a ,  13) is a simple root of this equation. Since this equation 
possesses a simple root and is not identically zero, the pair (A, B) is regular. 
(iii) ~ (ii): One uses the same decomposition as before: if (t~,/3) is a 
simple root, then deft/3z~ - ot/~) :~ 0; thus det.a¢ :~ 0. • 
l_~t us now compute the condition operators. In the reduced case, 
/3A - or/3 is nonsingular by Lemma 4.1; thus Equation (2) becomes 
,~ = o, ,~ = - ,~ ,  ~ = ,~,  
. -1  ~ . 
( la l  2 + 1/31z)X = (/3a u - o tbn)x  + (otBx - /3z(X)l , 
(3) 
with 
KI( A, B, x, a , /3 ) (A ,  B)  = k, Kz( A, B, x, a,  f l ) (  A,  B)  = A( -~,  "if), 
(4) 
In the general case, we suppose that Ilxll = 1, Ax 4:0  (thus ot ~ 0), and we 
introduce U, V, a, b, or', /3', u as in Section 2. In this case 
Ot p ~r  A' = VnAU = , B'  = VnBU = , 
0 0 
ILAxll 
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By Lemma 3.1 we have 
KI(A, B, x, or, f ) (A ,  8)  = UKI(A', B', e 1, a, f)(VnAU, VHBU), (5) 
K2(A, B, x, a,  f ) ( / i ,  8)  = K2(A' , B',el, or, f)(VnAU, V'BU).  (6) 
By (3) and (4), Equation (5) becomes 
(o) , - -  KI(A, B) : U , X : ( fA ' -  orB') (aVnBel -  fVnAUel). 
For any x ~ C" let us denote by II x and Hxi the orthogonal projections 
over Cx and x" , and by L[x and Ll~l the restrictions of the endomorphism 
L toCx  and x ' .Wehave  
KI( z~, B) = U(1-Iel~ ( f lA  t - aB')l,,~)-lII¢~ VU(a8 - fA)x 
= U(UnUII,?_( f ix  - o~B')lef-)-lunuIIe# Vn(otB - fA)x.  
Now, for any y ~ C" and the subspace F c C n we have 
UHFy = IltsFUy. 
Thus 
KI( zd~, 8) = u[UHr lx  ± U(  EA  t -- ~,8')l=e]-=u'n=~ Fv' (  ¢,D - fX)x 
= [IIx~ UVn( flA - aB)Ule ?- U=]- I I I~  UVn(a8  - fA )x  
= [ I I ' l  UVn( fA  - otB) lx±]-Xr Ix  ± uvH(otB  - fA )x .  
Since VUnx = Ax/ll Axll, we obtain 
K,(A, 8) = [uv'I~(A~,~( fA  - , ,B) Ix~]- Iuv"n(A, ,~ ( ,~8 - fA )x  
= [l-I(a,)~ ( ~A -- ,,B)l=l]-'n(~,)~ (,,D - fX)~. (7) 
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We now study Equation (6). By (3) and (4) we have 
K2(A, B, x, a,/3) 
_ (-,8, ~) [(/3 an - otbH)x + (otVnBUe, - /3Vn.,~Ue,)l] 
loll 2 +1/312 
-~,~) 
-- (12 ( ( /3A'-otB')K,(A' ,B' ,e l ,  ot,/3)(VHAU, VH~U) 
I s  + 1/31 ~ 
+aVnBUel -/3VnAUel, el) 
_ (~,~t )  (Vn(/3A_otB)UKI(VHAU, VItBU, Unx, ot,/3 ) 
loll ~ + 1/31 ~ 
x(v"Atl, v"Bv) 
+ Vn(o~13 - /3A)x, e,), 
and by Lemma 3.1(iii), since Ve I = Ax/[[ Axll, we obtain 
K2( A, B, x, a, /3 ) 
(-L ~) ( 
-lal2+1/312 (/3A-an)gx(A,n,x,a,/3) 
Ax \ 
x (,,,;. B) + (o,B -/3.~:) x ' Ii--~-~ ,) (8) 
We summarize these results in the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. When the generalized eigenvalue problem ( A, B, x, 
a,/3) ~ 7/" is well posed and Ax q: O, the condition operator of the eigenvec- 
tor is 
K,( A, B, x, ot, /3 )( A, ]~ )
x 
= [ri,A., l(/3A - ~B)LI]  'n ,A .~(~B - - /3 / )  llxll' 
12 
and the condition operator of the eigenvalue is 
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Kz( A ,B ,x ,a ,~) (X ,B)  
- ( - f l ' a )  ( I I ax ( /3A-aB)Kt (A ,B ,x ,a  f l)(X,[~) 
I~12 + 1/312 
JCIIAx( oln -- [3A) Ilxll ' IIAxll ' 
where FlAx ( II( Ax)l ) denotes the orthogonal projection over the line C Ax (the 
hyperplane (C Ax) ±), and Ix • the restriction to (C x) ± . 
DEFINITION 4.4. The condition numbers of the eigenveetor x and the 
eigenvalue (a, /3)  are defined by 
CI (A ,B ,x ,a ,¢ )  = max {K I (A ,B ,x ,a ,  f l ) (X ,B  ) TxPn_l(C ) 
IIA, tiltF.< 1
and 
C2(A ,B ,x ,a ,  fl) = max K2(A ,B ,x ,a ,  f l )(A,[~) r(o.~)P~(c). 
THEOREM 4.5. When the generalized eigenvalue problem (A, B, x, 
~, [3) ~ 7/" is well posed, we have 
el( A, B, x, c~,/3) 
= (n ,  Ax,l (BA  - -aB) lx i )  -1 (lal 2 + ~/312) '/~, 
C2( A, B, x, a, fl ) 
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Proof. KI(P~, /3) = [11(Ax)~ (/3A -- aB)Jx~]-lFl(ax)~ (aB - fl?i)x 
when IlxlJ = 1. Let us suppose that ]al 2 +1/312 = 1; in this case, when 
(,~,/~) describes the unit ball in atv ×'~'n, the vector (a/~ - /331)x describes 
the unit ball in C" with projection over (Ax)" equal to the unit ball. This 
gives the first equality. Let us prove the second assertion. We have clearly 
]K2(/(,/3) ~< 11ax( C~a - aB)[ I I (a~)+( /3A - aB)Jx~] -~ 
×H(Ax)~ (a/~ -/3A)x + HAx (./~ - /3A)x 
~< (1 + l-lax (~A -- otB)[1-I(a~)± (/3A -- otB)lxi] - I  2} l/2 
× (.B -/3a)x I, 
and the conclusion holds. 
5. THE CONDITION NUMBER THEOREM 
We say that a problem is ill posed when it is not well posed, and we 
denote by E the set of such problems. We also denote by E( .... a) the set 
(~ 11~-1(x, a, /3)  where 1I 2 : ~"---) P~_I(C) × Pl(C) is the second projec- 
tion. S.(x ' ,, a)' the set of ill-posed problems at (x, or,/3), is equipped with the 
distance d F deduced from the Frobenius norm over "JC'n ×¢gCn" A problem is 
ill conditioned when its condition numbers are big. The condition number 
theorem elucidates the relationship between ill-conditioned problems and the 
proximity to ill-posed problems. More precisely: 
THEOaEM 5.1. Let (A, B, x, or,/3) be a well-posed problem. Then 
CI( A, B, x, t~, r )  = dr( ( A, B, x, t~, fl), ~( . . . .  ~))-l 
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and 
C2( A, B, x, a, /3 ) ~<(1 
I InA:(o,B--/3A)I I  ~ 
d~((A, n, x, o~,/3),X( ... .  ~,)~(1~1 ~+1/31 ~) 
1/2 
Proof. We first study the case x = e l, so that 
a") .=(. 
0 X '  0 ~ " 
Let M," be the subspace of pairs (C, D) satisfying /3Ce 1 = aDep We consider 
the linear map given by (C, D)~Jg- - ->/3C-  otD ~-~'n-1, where C is 
obtained from C by deleting the first row and the first column. Remark that 
E( ... .  t3) is sent onto the set Sa,_ 1 of singular (n - 1) × (n - 1) matrices by 
the definition of E. It is also clear that 
11/36 - ~DII~ ~< (1~1 z + t/312)~/z11(c, D)  IIF, 
so that 
dF( /3X-- O~/~'~n-1)~ ( 10~12 dF[/312)l/2dF(( A, n),~( .... ~)). 
This inequality is in fact an equality, as is shown by. the following argument z 
We consider a matrix S ~ Sa,_ 1 such that dr(/3A - orB, Sa n_ 1) = de(/3A 
- a/7, S). Define the matrices C and D ~.~tr by 
/3a? - abij - sij 
aij = lalZ +1/31 ~ 
(c , j ,dq)  = (a? ,b? )  + A i , j ( -~ ,  Kt), 2 <~ i , j  <~ n, 
cli = ali, cil =ai l ,  dli = bli, dil = b n, 1 < i <~ n. 
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We have clearly/3C - ab = S. Moreover (C, D) ~ E(x, ~, a), since (/3C - 
aD)e  1 = ( /3A  - aB)e  1 = 0 and /3C - a/9 = S is singular. Now 
2 
= E I /3 (% - c,j) - ,~(b , j  - d , j ) l  ~ 
2<~i,j<~n 
= E IAij12(I/312 +la12) 2 
2<~i,j<~n 
= (I/312 + I~12) ~ [aij - cul z + Ibij - d,jl z 
2<~i,j<~n 
=( I /312+la l  2) ~ la , j -c , j l  2+lb , j -d , j l  2 
l<~i,j<~n 
= (I/312 + lal2)dF(( A, B), (C, D))  2 
>~ (i/31 ~ + I~r~)d~(tA, B) ,~,  .... ~,)~, 
and we are done. Now, according to a result of Eckart and Young [4], 
dF( /3X-  o/n,~n_l) ~-- (/3z~- - '  
the spectral norm; thus 
C, (A ,B ,x ,  ot , /3)  =(]a l  2 + 1/312) ~/2 ( /3 i -  a/~) -1 
(lal 2 +1/312) '/2 
= dF( (A ,  B,  x,  a , /3 ) ,  ~( . . . .  ~))- ' ,  
and this proves the first assertion. The second assertion is easily obtained 
from the first one, and the general case is reduced to the first case via the 
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complete Schur decomposition for nonsingular pairs and the invariance 
properties for unitary transformations. • 
REMARK 5.2. The main result used here, 
dr (a ,~)  = IIA-111-1, 
is originally due to Eckart and Young, and to Gastinel for arbitrary endomor- 
phism norms. 
6. FIRST ORDER VARIATION FORMULAS 
Let us consider the map G defined in the introduction, 
such that 
G = (C, ,C2):  V(A, B) --, V(x, ~,/3), 
Graph(G) = ~n U( a, s)  x a( x, . ,  /3), 
which associates to a pair (A', B'), which is a perturbation of the pair (A, B), 
the eigenvector x' and the eigenvalue (or ',/3 '), which are perturbations of x 
and (a ,  /3). In this section we introduce a local chart ~b = 
(~b 1, ~b2): U(x, a,/3) ~ C n- 1 × C so that ~b o G takes its value in a Hermi- 
tian space. This enables us to give perturbation theorems in terms of the 
homogeneous coordinates of x and (a,/3). 
THEOREM 6.1. Let (A, B, x, t~, fl) be a well-posed problem with II x II = 
1 and I a I ~ + I [31 ~ = 1. Let (A, [~) be a small enough pair. To the pair 
(A + A, B + [~) are associated a perturbed eigenvector x' ~ Pn- l(C) and a 
perturbed eigenvalue (or',/3') ~ Pl(C). Let us now consider the following 
representatives of x' and ( a',  /3'): 
x' =x  +u ~ C n, (x ,u )  = O, 
(~ ' ,~ ' )  = (~,~)  + ( , ,~)  ~c  ~, ( (~,~) , ( , ,~) )  =o.  
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We have 
x' = x + KI( A, B, x, a, /3)( .A, /~) + o(llA,/~11), 
(or' , /3') = (a ,  fl) +K2(A ,B ,x ,~,~) (A ,B  ) + o(llA, nil). 
Proof. We introduce an orthonormal basis f l  . . . . .  fn in C" with f l  = x 
and the following local chart (see [6, p. 4]): 
w = {u , f l  + "" +u.L :  u, ~ o} c P._I(c), 
111 
The tangent space TxP._I(C) is identified with the subspace of C "-1 
generated by f~ . . . . .  fn- The map G 1 defined in the introduction satisfies 
GI(A, B) = x ~ Pn_I(C) and GI(A + A, B + B) = x' ~ Pn_I(C). More- 
over.~bl.-o Gl(A + A, B +/~) = ~b~ oGI(A, B) + D(q~IoGxXA, BXA,  B) + 
o(llA, nil). Since x =f~, x' =f l  + x'2fz + "'" +x'.f., D(~b I oG~)(A, B) = 
D~bl(X)O DGI(A, B), and Dckl(x)(uzf 2 + ... +u . f . )  = (u 2 . . . . .  u.)  
C . -  l, we obtain 
( x'~ . . . . .  x'n) = Dq~l( x)o KI(A,/~) + o([[A,/~11) 
and consequently 
x' = x + K , (A ,  B, x, a,  f l ) (A , /3)  + o(llA, Ell). 
The second formula is proved similarly. • 
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COROLI_~a~Y 6.2. Let ( A, B, x, a, [3 ) be a well-posed problem and ( A + 
A, B + 1~, x', a ', [3') a perturbed problem Ix and ( 4, [3) are not necessarily 
unit vectors as in Theorem 6.1]. We have 




+ o(ttA, Btt), 
14~t' + [3~'12 <~ C~( A, B, x, a, [3)IIA,/~lle 
+ o(tl~, BJl). 
Proof. We first apply Theorem 6.1 to x/llxll and x'llxll/<x', x>, this 
gives 
Ilxll x 
<x,, x> = ttxl--i + ~q(~, ti) + o(tt~, Btt). 
Then we use the following identity: 
Ix xrl(x,x  
Y (x ' ,  x) Ilxll = I(x,x')12 1 
This gives the first inequality; the second one is treated similarly. 
REMARK 6.3. The quantity 
dR(x, y) = arccos - -  
I<x,y>l 
Ilxll Ilyll 
is the classical Riemannian distance over the projective space Pn-l(C); it 
measures the angle made by the vector lines through x and y. Another 
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distance over this space is given by 
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ds(x,y) = (1 I(x'Y)l~) 1/2 / ] (x ,y ) l  
ilxll~llyll 2 = sinarccos Ilxll Ilyl-------~" 
This distance is called the chordal distance by Stewart and Sun. In Corollary 
6.2 we use 
( ilxll211yll ~ )~/2 [<x, y>[ 
dT(X' Y) = I (x ,  y ) l  2 1 = tanarccos Ilxllllyl~-----T 
This quantity is not a distance over Pn-1(C): it does not satisfy the triangle 
inequality. Notice that ds(x, y) <<. dn(x, y) <<. dT(X, y), but asymptotically 
they are identical. 
7. ANOTHER FORMULATION FOR THE CONDITION NUMBER 
OF THE EIGENVALUE 
In their book Matrix Perturbation Theory, G. Stewart and J. Sun define 
the condition umber of the eigenvalue by [10, Chapter 6, Section 2] 
/7 = 
Ilxll Ilyll 
~/lynAx[ 2+ [ynBx[ z 
where (a,/3) = (ynAx, ynBx) is a simple eigenvalue of the regular pair 
(A, B) with fight and left. eigenvectors x and y. More precisely, they 
introduce a perturbation (A, B) of the pair (A, B) and the corresponding 
eigenvalue (a ' , /30 of the pair (A', B') = (A + A, B +/~). They prove the 
asymptotic equality: 
layUex -/3y"Xxl 
, ÷ o(ll , till), ds( (~, /3 ) , (a  , /3'))  = lal~ ÷ 1/312 
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where d s is the chordal distance defined in our Remark 6.3, and the 
inequality 
I~y~nx -/3yUAxl Ilxll Ilyll 
I~1 ~ + 1/312 ~ ~/1~12 + 1/312 
IIA,/~11 = vllA,/~11, 
where l[ A,/~11 is the spectral norm. This strategy gives a similar result to ours, 
as will be shown below. We will use the following lemma (cf. [10, Chapter 6, 
Corollary 1.10]): 
LEMMA 7.1. Let (or,/3) be a simple eigenvalue of the regular pair 
(A, B) with right and left eigenvectors x and y. Then (a, [3)= 
)t( ynAx, ynBx) for some nonzero constant A ~ C. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let (A, B, x, a,/3) be a well-posed problem with right 
and left eigenvectors x and y. If we take the representatives a = y nAx and 
/3 = yHBx, then for any perturbation (.~, [~) of the pair ( A, B) we have 
K2(A, B, x, a, ~)(,~, [~) = ayUBx -/3Yn'~x ( -~, -d )  
I~12 + 1/312 ~/lal 2 + 1/312 
Proof. Let (a  ' , /3') be the eigenvalue of the pair (A', B') = (A + .~, 
B + B) with right and left eigenvectors x' and y'. We can take unit vectors 
for x and y, since K 2 is invariant under scaling (Lemma 3.1). We take x' 
and y'  such that (x '  - x, x) = (y '  - y, y)  = 0. Since IExll = Ilyll = 1, we 
may apply Theorem 6.1, and we obtain the estimate x' = x + k, y'  = y + 
with k, y = O(llA, till). According to Lemma 7.1 we take (a , /3 )= 
(ynAx, ynBx) and (a ' ,  13') = (y'nA'x', y'nB'x'). We have a '  = y'nA'x' 
= v~Ax + y~X~ + ~'~Ax + V~A~ + ~ + ~ + V~X~ + ~.  By the 
estimate previously obtained we get 
and similarly 
~' = ~ + y~ + ynAx + NHA~ + o(llA,/~11), 
/3' =/3 + yHl~x + ynnx + ynnJc + o(11-~,/~11). 
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Suppose that /3 ~ 0. Since /3Ax = otBx and /3yr"A = ozyHB, we obtain 
(c~',/3') (a~,/3)(1 + p) (yUz~x, yU[3x) 
11(o~,/3)11 = 11( o~, /3 )11 + 11(o,,/3)11 +o(nA, BII) 
with 
yUBk + ~tnBx 
p= 
/3 
Now, by Theorem 6.1, we have 
(o~',/3')11(o,,/3)11 (o~,/3) 
((~',/3'),(~,/3)) II(o,,/3)11 + ~(A, B) + o(llA, all). 
By its definition, Kz(A,/3) belongs to the vector line orthogonal to (a,/3), 
so, if we project orthogonally (~ ',/3 ') over the vector line through ( -  ~, ~), 
we obtain the following two identities: 
((~', /3'), ( - ; ,  ~) ) ( - ; ,  ~) 
I1(o~,/3)11 ~ I1(o~,/3)11 
I1(o~,/3)11 ~ 11(o,,/3)11 
+ o(~A, Bit) 
and 
((~',/3'),(-~, ~) ) ( - ; ,  ~) 
((o~', ~' ) ,  ( ,~,/3)) I1(o,,/3)11 
= K~(A, B) + o(flA, Bll). 
If we subtract the first identity from the second, we get 
((,,', ~'), ( -~' ,  ,,')) ( I1(~,~)11 ~ ) ( - L~)  
i i (o, , /3) l l  ~ <(o , , , /3 ' ) , (o , , /3 )> - 1 l{(o,,/3)l l  
=K~(/,B)-  y~(,,B- ~.A)x (-~,~) 
II(,~,t3)ll ~ 11( ,, , /3 )11 
+ o(llA, Bll). 
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Since (a ' , /30  - (o~,/3) = O(IIA,/~11), it can be checked easily that the left 
hand member of this equality is o(11 A,/~ II) and consequently 
K2(i, B) - y'( '~a - /3 i )~ ( -~ '  ~) = o(tli, Bll). 
11( ,~, /3 )112 11(,~,/3)11 
Since the left hand member of this equality is linear in ( A,/~), the right hand 
member is necessarily zero, and the theorem is proved. • 
COROLLARY 7.3. Let (A, B, x, or,/3) be a well-posed problem with right 
and left eigenvectors x and y. Then 
Ilxll Ilylt 
C2(A, B, x, ~,/3)  = V/IN,~Axl2 + ly uBxl2 
Proof. We start from the formula proved in Theorem 7.2: 
K2(A,B ,x ,~, /3) ( i ,a )= ~Y~Bx-/3Y"A (-~'~) 
lal m +1/312 ~/lal 2 +1/315 
with ~ = y HAx and /3 = y nBx. The condition umber is equal to 
C z = max 
II/~,/3IIF~ 1 Iotl 2 + 11312 
Since 
I~yUnx - /3y"~l  ~ II~n -/3AIl~llxll Ilyll 
and 
I1~/~ - ~AII~ ~ I1~, EIIIIA,/~IIF, 
we get C 2 ~< IIx ll II y ll/ll ~, ~ II. We have now to prove the reverse inequality. 
Suppose that x = e 1 the first unit vector. We take 
C= ~ 0 , A ila,/311 C, /~= 11~,/311C. 
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It is easily checked that I1¢/,/~11~ = 1 and 
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IozyUl~x - ~yH-,~cl Ilxll Ilyll 
C2 >~ I~12 + I~1 ~ = I1~, ~1----~' 
and we are done. 
REMARK 7.4. We can now summarize the differences between Stewart 
and Sun's strategy and ours. We first define the map from matrix pair to 
eigenvalue and define the condition operator as the differential of this map. 
The norm of this differential is the condition number. This approach is 
complicated by the fact that the equation /3Ax = otBx is homogeneous in
both the eigenvector and the eigenvalue. Thus, it is necessary to work in 
projective spaces instead of Hermitian spaces. Then, using a local chart, we 
obtain a more readable result (Section 6), viz. a result written in Hermitian 
spaces. Notice that different choices for the norm over .J¢,(C) are possible; 
each choice defines a new condition number. We have taken here the 
Frobenius norm in order to obtain a condition umber theorem (Section 5). 
Similarly, the choice of a local chart over the projective space is not unique. 
Different local charts give different formulations for the variations of the 
eigenvector and the eigenvalue in a Hermitian space. But asymptotically 
these different formulations tell us the same perturbation result. The crux of 
all these constructions is the condition operator, since it possesses a geometri- 
cal definition, independent of the choice of norms and local charts. 
Stewart and Sun's approach also uses projective spaces. They compute the 
chordal distance between the exact eigenvalue and the perturbed eigenvalue 
and derive the definition of the condition umber from this definition. This 
condition umber is here related to the spectral norm over ¢t¢,(C) 2 instead of 
the Frobenius norm in our case. This strategy avoids considering the condi- 
tion operator explicitly and gives shorter proofs. 
Both approaches are based on a similar argument ( he condition operator) 
as it is shown by our Theorem 7.2. 
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